The unfaithful wife appears in many medieval tales: sometimes she is caught and "repudiated with every loss of honor," and sometimes she is even punished by laws demanding imprisonment or death. In other cases she is forgiven. On occasion she is too clever for her husband, and by one ruse or another the lover who may be concealed under the bed or in the hall manages to escape unseen. The same sort of plot figures in the comic dramas of the period. One such play is described 252
appear in manuscripts, prints, and drawings, but the drania inherent in the scenes carved on the sides of the pedestal makes it tempting to give a more specific interpretation.
On one side the gentleman holds a ring, and nimal. the lady a pomegranate; between them is a Ivory mirror cover with a Dultch, early xis centur2i
fountain, behind which den and a fool looking a fool is standing. BeDutch ear XV centur hind the lady is an ape with collar and chain, eating a pomegranate from a basket in front of him, and behind the gentleman is a hound, also with collar and chain. On the other side of the pedestal the man brandishes his sword as the lady turns away, holding her hand to her head. The fool stands between them. With the lady is now a lap dog, and behind the man a ferocious unchained animal. Gone is the traditional courtly elegance that characterized much of the ivory carving of the earlier Middle Ages; the interest is no longer in simple narration but in human drama. The figures, in such high relief that they are almost free-standing, are carved with a great deal of action and realism. The faces express convincing individuality and varying emotions, and the de-0 n ;. tails of the costumes are done with care. The lady and gentleman wear the style of dress fashionable in the beginning of the sixteenth century, while the fool wears the traditional medieval jester's habit, his hood adorned with ass's ears and coxcomb, and in his hand the "marotte," or "bauble," a staff with a replica of the jester's own hooded head on the top. The lover is advised that the wife who is beaten will not be more dutiful but instead will certainly wish her spouse "in far Roumania or at Meaux . . . and ne'er will love him any more."
apes. The words on the scroll say that with her The possibility of symbolism in the scenes hunting bird she catches both apes and fools. must be seriously considered. The figures on some of these rosary beads are related in style to those on the pedestals and the statuette and like them were carved in Flanders or northern France at the beginning of the sixteenth century, when the demand of earlier centuries for ivories made for personal religious or secular use had largely disappeared. The number of ivories carved then was small compared to that of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. Among those in existence today from this 255 late period the two pedestals seem to be unique.
It is probable that the Cloisters pedestal once held a statuette related in subject to that of the scenes on it. The intensity of the facial expressions of the figures and their dramatic gestures and attitudes give the impression that they are characters playing their parts on the medieval stage, and the scenes they are performing surely have a symbolic meaning. If the fool is present as the symbol of human folly, the animals may also stand for human qualities. The dog usually expressed fidelity, and the ape represented man's lower nature, but both had various other meanings. Their symbolism seems to apply to the figures beside which they are shown. At any rate, the scenes were intended to illustrate a moral lesson, a lesson somehow concerned with worldly love and marriage.
Engraving of a lady going hunting on an ass with a cuckoo on her wrist, apes on a leash, and a group cf fools. The scroll says that she catches both apes andfools. German, xv century
